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designers’ daily life, and we see practices of art in studios. We learn how to
shop and eat breakfast in the market, have a little tour walking through the
city, raise a pot of sumptuous plant, and sit on the balcony and look at stars.
Since when do we suddenly have this collective awareness of the trivial details
ways we look at ourselves and the world.
The lifestyle of a creative worker seems to fully meet this expectation—freespace with an attitude; this is almost the best illustration of an ideal life. Studio
seems to be a magical word that just so happens to project all kinds of thirsts
life once you own it and jumpstart a life with boundless creativity.

Sharon. 33 years old. Horoscope: Cancer. Graduated from Department of Library and Information Science, T University. Currently a
senior administrative manager at an artist studio, in charge of artwork marketing, subsidy applications, account keeping, scheduling, PR,
clerical work, art editing, and housekeeping; in other words, she deals with everything—people, events, objects—that have nothing to do
with creativity in a creative working environment.
For any questions about this project, or inquiries regarding the studio,
please contact: mysharon@luojrshin.com. Sharon will do her best to provide the services you need.

© National Archives and Records Administration from Wikipedia
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Want to own a studio? An exclusive secret lair for inspirations; a spacious,
bright, and clean space where favorite books and albums are placed. Start a
day of serious work in the prelude full of natural fragrances and the scent of
coffee.
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Q&A BY SHARON FAN

What’s your family name? How old are you?

What is your experience working with artists? Anything
special or sticks in your mind?

Fan. I’m 30.

art museum (Juming Museum). I worked there for a year,
and I was in charge of the execution of exhibitions by
young artists other than Ju Ming. The second job I had
was at a public art museum (National Taiwan Museum
of Fine Arts). I worked at the Exhibition Department for
of digital art and international contemporary art; I
was also responsible for executing some call for entry
exhibitions, and contacting artist-in-residence agencies
overseas for cooperative programs. After I left my job at
National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts, I received a grant
from Contemporary Art Foundation, and went to a small
museum in the U.S. for a six-month internship; again, I was
responsible for exhibition execution. Currently I work at
been here for about half a year now, and I am in charge of
design exhibitions and related promotions.

Most artists I have worked with are intelligent, and are
very demanding when it comes to the details of installing
their works. However, sometimes we cannot provide
artists enough fund or meet their requirements regarding
the installations, because we work on a limited budget,
and as a public agency, we have our limitations. Some
artists do complain when they don’t see things from our
perspective.
I remember the time I worked with an Israeli artist,
who was over 80 years old and considered a national
treasure; because his assistant had retired, so I had to
directly contact him overseas about all the details of

What’s your take on little happiness?

Bad taste in? If we are talking about artworks, to me, it’s
only the matter of liking it or not, or they do things with
heart or not. Of course, I am not too fond of some of the
works by the artists I’ve worked with.

I feel like throwing up a bit whenever I hear this term
now. But I don’t think that we should come down on it too
hard, or make the connection that little happiness means
satisfaction in various aspects in life?

What do you like the most about your job? What do you
hate the most?
The thing I hate the most is that, for every exhibition,
regardless of how much preparation we’ve done, we
always feel that we will not make it; especially when we
work with video and audio technicians that are not very
professional, or when the contractors fail to set up the
exhibition on time (due to the bidding process or the

Are you also engaged in creative work? What is it about?
No.
Will you get into a relationship with an artist?
No.
Can you describe your dream working environment?

was a torture, and we almost failed to transport the works
letter that he became a little bit more cooperative;
nonetheless, it was yet another struggle when he arrived
in Taiwan to set up the exhibition.

a competent contractor under budget). Things like these
greatly test the boldness of our nerves, and we often
feel apologetic to artists. Also, digital and technological
artworks get broken easily and often, and foreign artists
usually leave Taiwan right after exhibitions are set up,

Intelligent supervisors and colleagues.
If you quit this job, what else do you want to do?
Jobs related to international exchange at NPOs.

The thing I like the most would be the opportunity to
work with artists, curators, and institutions from many
different countries, and the fact that we would always
prevail and open the exhibitions on time (Yay).
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How many jobs have you had including this one? What
jobs have you done before? Can you talk a little bit about
your job now?

Have you met any artist that has bad taste?

Q&A BY SHARON CHEN

What’s your family name? How old are you?
Chen, a common name. I am about to celebrate my 32nd
birthday.
A cram school English teacher gave me the name Sharon
back when I was in elementary school. At the time, the
class was full of Amys, Ivys, Helens, Sandys, and Yvonnes;
but I was the only Sharon, and no one had the same
name. So I like this name, so much so that I even decided
to put it on my passport.

What is your experience working with artists? Anything
special or sticks in your mind?
Probably because my boss has previously worked for an
artist with a “strong character” for a long time, so he is
quite an understanding and rational artist. He takes care
of his personal life and the works he does on the side,
so I can focus on just doing the things in the theatre.
However, when he starts a creative project, he will still get

money or encounter limiting conditions. Or, in other
words, I have mostly worked with artists, so I don’t really

What is the most satisfying part of your job?

when we complete a whole project (work). But then I

Have you been pursued by any artist?

the tour has yet to end; because we get to see the show
turning out as we anticipated, and there are people in the

No. (Silently skipping this question)

to use fragile materials for book covers. But because my
How many jobs have you had including this one? What
jobs have you done before? Can you talk a little bit about
your job now?

as much I can.

Compared to my previous job, the scope has become
space shared with many other theatres, so whenever I
have a problem, it is very easy for me to get help from
other theatres’ administrative personnel. So it was quite a
smooth transition for me.
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to apply for working visas for foreign artists coming over
to Taiwan. The artists’ nationality was a subject of debate,
of Foreign Affairs and Council of Labor Affairs regarding
some legal issues. In the end, I had to get a legislator to
work in Taiwan as special cases. At the time, I thought that
I had never gone to a legislator before when I previously
worked on projects commissioned by municipal
governments, but now that I was working for a theatre, I
job, I often have to deal with executive producers and
rehearsal assistants from other theatres, so sometimes
I have to help them on some unreasonable demands by
directors and designers on short notice. Before, I found it
quite troublesome, but then I thought, my boss is also a

projects, so now we shouldn’t have any reason to turn
them away. We are all in the same ship.
Are artists really different than regular people?
I don’t really think so. Probably because I did not meet
many normal people before at my previous job; or maybe
we don’t really have a clear idea of a normal person.
People in performing art and architecture are not so
the night, they all need some nicotine or alcohol for them
to discuss ideas freely, they all make decisions at the very
last moment before the deadline, they all compromise

(if we really make a big mistake, then I probably won’t get
that sense of satisfaction to begin with!). Of course, we
the show a while after.
What do you do when you are depressed by work?
If I get a bad mood from work, I try to avoid those people,
events, and things related to work, and let myself escape
from the situation. I’ll wait until my emotions have gone
away, and then think about how I am going to deal with
the issue. Now, I think going to movies or exercising are
effective ways to divert my attention. Exercising increases
the brain morphine level, and then I’ll forget about the
troubles at work. It should be exercises that you can do on
your own and do it without using your brain; they better
help with relieving your stresses from work. I used to go
circuit training at gym, but now I have discovered long
with my time, so it works better for me. As for movies,
even though I come into contact with movies at work, but
then there are different kinds of movies, and different
ways of enjoying movies. Most of the time I watch movies
at home, or go to cinemas in New Taipei City, and I can
indulge in the story without any stress.
Other than for the purpose of work, will you go to
exhibitions, theatres, or other art events?

but to observe the details of front desk administration,
audience services, and overall marketing; I will also take a
mental note when I see impressive performers or designs.
Clearly I have a different mindset going to a show now

reason I came to this theatre was, in part, that I wanted to
learn the actual operation of a co-working space, hoping
that one day I would be managing one of my own in
order to help new startups by designers and artists. The
operation model of our co-working space now is more of
a shared collegiality, where teams familiar with each other
to begin with share the space, facilities, resources, and
group cannot afford to employ too many people, but we
can still sustain an operation as we did before in a regular

the Service Trade Agreement, because we were all in
solutions based on what we had learned before at work,
which saved us much effort. Also, it is easy for us to get
enough people onboard for online group shopping.
If you quit this job, what else do you want to do?

sharers to the manager and operator of a co-working
space. Regardless of what I do, I hope that I can be a
cannot be a creator, I love to see those people gradually
work towards their dreams; it will be even better if I can
help them in the process.
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than what I had in mind; there are extra administrative
tasks that I need to deal with. Because my boss engages
in curatorial works and theatrical performances, I
am also in charge of some independent publications
related to theatres. So my job is to actually help him
manage and operate a small theatre; in addition to
production and application of government subsidies, I
am also responsible for accounting, legal issues, human
resources, public relations, merchandise launching,

Can you describe your dream working environment?
performance and leave with smiles on their faces. Most
importantly, there are many more shows to come, so the
where a number of theatres applied for a shared space to

The thing I remember the most actually had nothing to
Strictly speaking, this is my second job. I studied urban
design, and I mainly worked with architects at my
previous job on entry images, landscape renovations
in cities and rural areas, and public art installations. My
clients were mostly public agencies. Also during that
time, I helped a friend I met at theater club in college
with performance production; it was voluntary and I did
not get paid. Because my previous job required me to
negotiate and communicate the needs of the public and
government with imaginative and creative architects, so
when I switched to the current job, I thought I would be
doing similar things, only that my priority would shift from
the public’s needs to the artists’ needs.

compared to before. I do not visit as many art exhibitions
or other cultural and art events now, because I do not
have much free time (I usually need to work on weekends
and often have day-off during the week), so I try to save
my time for those exhibitions related to theatre and
architecture.
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͡ፒዏፎࡻ᨟ᖤᕀ㏰Ⅼḑݞ㐘Ӭஔᖤ㊋ḑ㊶՟ᩜᣜ⡍⨱ஔ
⬋ᛩḑⳲᴟ⪓⏀ታ㡦⡍⨱ஔፎᚚᩜ᱙⭄ௐ╿၍ກƢ
Ⲫؠፌᠥգḑዅ⼫՚ʬͦӫ؆ൟᙖḑ̩◜Սூ≲ḑ⡍⨱ஔ㡦ࡻ᨟
֨᱙͆˯㡦ׁ˱⾱ዅṛჽ̝⼈⼱ⵘḑታ⑶⍰Ƣ̝᨟̍
㍳ബḑⳣⳛۙԾ㌢㡦ൟ˚ዅᚖϫↀ⾱ࢢ⭢Җ⽞Җ（⽞⬋ᛩࢻ㐄℻
◉ۙ⍍⊶ࣘĉĉ）Ƣ⼱⁰؆Ձᶗ☭ơᴖ╾๖ⵢʵِ⼮⺛ዏ⁰Ƣፌ
ทዅ˯㍳ബهḑⱤگϕ⼱ً̝ဆ⿸ٸʬ㞾㞾㡦ʵ⼱Ι▄᧫
ͣዏَዅ١ʬϫᶗ☭Ƣ

ፌ㉐ḑዅ͵ʲ٩⼫՚⭸Ι╹ʵټஔḑ⡍⨱ஔơⅆ̍ۙٸ
͵ͦޢ㡦ِ̩ፌท⍍ዅਗ።㏨㉐˯（）Ƣ
ትᾉ൙㡦ፒ̎㞨།㡮
٩ⓗ᱒ࢢ⒀՚ᾉ൙⼏ʱϫ୕⾱ፎፒ㞾ٓ⒫㡦ʵ⼱ϱ⬰ผʵ㌴⬋
ৡয়⒆هḑဥ⮑ᾉ൙⎛˛য়๊⊛⼙͵ځƢⓗࢢᴚឤˆḑ
⭸ታ㍷༲՚ᣜ㡦ʵዅณ㡮
╹˥ፒࢢЦև͵㡮ዅ㊋ት̎㞨ڶ㡮
ᜥፒƢ
ፎۙ⡍⨱ஔ̂ญ㡮
ʵፎƢ
٩̩ᄚ⻱ʬʳড়།ˆḑ͵ॽ㡮

ፒ⼫⼱ۅ܃ณḑ⡍⨱ஔ㡮
ፒድཥḑˏⅳۙ˱ټƢ
ዅႍܛታ㍷ḑڶۅ܃㡮͵܃ḑ⮥㡦Ι⯎٤ፒޓᙍʵޓᙍۙᴟ
ʵᴟḑݞ㐘Ƣჽ⭔ḑ⡍⨱ஔ͵ˆ܃㡦ʵޓᙍḑᵑᩨ˥ፒƢ

ਗᎿʵЦ⼏̶͵㡦⽞།Ц̎㞨㡮
㍳ͦޢ㋫̂ឪṞ㊋͵Ƣ
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⼏ዅℨൟ̶͵㡮˘խፒЦ⼱̎㞨㡮٩̩য়ᔈ̘⊈ḑ͵㡮

㏭㑇ҽỉࠔ⇽

ੑ̎㞨㡮ൟᙖڶ㡮
㋌㡦ณ⼐ϋḑੑƢ᱒ࢢᙏᢏё⬋⼱ℨ32ϫᴚነƢ
Sharon⼏ϫ୕ٽዅࢢ⏚⯅⪒␑᱉ḑዏϸഥٕٽḑ㡦ࡻ᨟ᵑዏ
ቂϫ⪒␑᱉ፒณḑAmyơIvyơHelenơSandyơYvonne㡦٩ዅ٤ፒ
ʬϫSharon㡦ᜥፒՔ̍ᆯٽ㡦̩⽞⨟ޓᙍ⼏ϫ୕ٽḑ㡦ᴖ╾
ޓᙍ՚Ḋ⭫ࢢⱮʲ㍷Ƣ

ᐩΙⰧྭ⮦ዅℨ˲ϫ͵Ƣዅ୪⾱ഉ⭟ᵍᵇᓹḑ㡦˘խḑ͵
ˏ⬋ዅයↅഥ͵ٸ㡦Цʬ˼ӧٞ༦Ⲫơࣻ⾽ዬ⬵ሞ⼖ơӬӯ⡍⨱
⭶⏀℻͵㡦ᓹˏ⾱ዅӬ⾠㉊㡦ټዏ˥ፒࢢൎয়୪֔ῢ⮻ⱛḑፔ
ّЦᣬԺ⪩͵㡦ʵ⼱ዅ⏯ׁൎ์ᜥፒႈㅓḑƢࡻ᨟˘խḑ͵ബബ
⬋ࢢᛆẐơሢ൱ḑ㌴ᛩ▎යↅഥḑৠ㓂⨭₶˘㉘Цᢕ⼐ؓ⯚㡦̩
ᵑՏⶪ⼟⼏⨭㡦ӱவዅ⬰ผ͵ⴗྭ⮦ณ㐦͛㡦٤ዅ⃯ॆʲ
มᛆẐҼӔⱽ⡍⨱ஔҼӔƢ
㉐͵˘ท㡦ဆḋ᱒˘խჽ⭔ḑታځөʵټ㡦˯ณ⨭ሢ
අׁḑ˱⬋⢦᱙Ƣࡻ᨟ḑ㉺և͵ↂږםⅆ▎֔ॆᣬԺ㡦
˥ፒʬ˼֔ॆṞ㊋ᯧ⃯Ժᬝ܃㡦̩வ㋫͵Өዅ̝ؓ֨⼮
ʬϫ࢙֔㡦㋃˯֔ॆ⪩͵▎ሢ൱⪒֨㡦ږםፎ⭟ⳛׁơถơ
̍˱ơ㕴Ӭ㊋ơⶦ⼐܃ݘʲᏌơሢ൱ჹơᵐᓹ⊛Ṋ℻℻⾱ፎჽ
⭔՚㡦̩խḑ͵Ṟ㡦ↂⱽผፄ֥ඩƢ⽞ϰ࢙֔ᴟ
ḑ⻇Ӭஈዅณ࢙֔ʬⵍᴪ⯤ΒᴟḑCoWorking Space㡦̩ਗᎿ
⼫՚ݞ㐘ณኴ٩̩ဪ՚ӱ̝࢙֔⨭ሢ⯾⮚ሗᄺ㡦̩⺨⨭⽆ྭ
ḑ⼱⁰˥⽞Ⅼ㏨Ƣ
ۙ⡍⨱ஔ͵ḑ⋍㕇᨟ͮ㡮ፒ̎㞨ᬿՔⲪؠᠥգḑ㡮

ṕխ᨟ᙎⲪؠፌᠥգḑ˱ٓև͵፭⸽ᩜ㊋㡦ዅյӧ⨭ḑዏ
ϸ᨟˯⡍⨱ஔᴪ⯤Ι▄ᣬԺḑ͵⇗ⱍƢࡻ᨟⡍⨱ஔ፭⸽ḑ
⇣⮻ஂፒ㞾ᬌⱬ㡦̩⽴㋂ൟ˚ৠৠࢢ̂⾠ׄፎḑܓᐦ
ᇘṞ㊋ถ⬕ஂࢢቢቾ㡦ፌทዅဪ⃯ൎ์㉐ؓ⯚ፎ㡦ဆⲂ̝ϰผ
̩ᴟொᐲΙ▄Ƣᵑዏ⽞།✫㡦̩խࢢ͵ࢩታሢ൱⭪ᐲḑዏϸ⽞ᜥ
ဪ⼱ˆᛆ̧㡦㞨᱒ࢢ՚˯࢙֔ة㌴⬋ⶌΙ⃯㋁˯㡮
᱒ࢢḑ͵ബӱ̝࢙֔ḑघ⨭⪩͵▎ჭ⌕֨᱙ჽ⭔㡦̩ፒዏϸ
ፎ⬋ؓ֨⢦᱙ณௐᣬ▎⭶⭟ፒ㞾⮸ෞʺ╷ዏḑ⬋ᛩƢ፭Ιፎ⬰ผ
ณ㞧㡦͡ዅทΙ།།㡦ḑ㉺˥ዅϫፎ╷ዏԺ㌢㐘ḑ̍㡦ਗᎿ
˘խ˥ዅٖ̍ൎ์ဆⓗவ᱒⽴˼և͵㡦⽴㞨᱒ࢢ˥ᜥፒ᱙ᴨʵൎ
์㡦ӱவয়ஔḑ⃯ॆ⾱ዅʬᕼḑƢ
⡍⨱ஔዅʵዅṶḑᵐትബ̍㡮
⬰ผ⽞㡛٩ⓗࡻ᨟˘խḑ͵˥ᜥፒ⼫՚̎㞨ৡᙏബḑ̍㡦
ዅ⯎ϰഀ⋍ʵৡᠳᓩዅ̎㞨ᕼဆዅⰐḑᙏബ̍Ƣ⨾ᣬ⡍
⨱ᴺයↅᴺḑ̍ӱவ˥ᜥ̎㞨ʵʬᕼ㡦ʬᕼዅณᠥဆፎፒ㍪
༲㡦ʬᕼዅ㌴⬋ʬ㞾௨ٟʭ▎∭ဆⓗ╹ᴨ╹ࢢ⭢⯬㡦ʬᕼፎ⼤՚
deadlineဆⓗၤᎩஂᐲ㡦ʬᕼዅ⼫՚㏰Ⅼʵᑤ̳㊶՟ผ།⻇
ਭؓ㡦ဪ၁⩋ታᐲƢዅ⯎㡦⼫՚͵͕য়⾠Ձ⾱ዅ⡍⨱
ஔ㡦̩ᜥፒᬿՔᵐትബ̍ḑ༲⬰Ƣ

͵ˆፌፒ༲ḑ⾠̶㡮

ፒ⩰⡍⨱ஔᛩ⼱㡮

፭Ι̩᨟ፌፒ༲ḑዏϸዅቂϫொᐲ（͵⊛）܃᎒ḑዏϸ㡦ทΙ
ḋ᱒㒴ᣬॆ⊛᎒͡⽞ᜥᣬဆዅፌፒ༲ḑዏϸ㡦ࡻ᨟Ṭ՚͵
܃ਗ㏰།▪Ṷ㡦ʺፒณ⬵Ẑ᨟˯⼏㠣ொ⁰⽀⼶Ι㡦ʺപ
✫ᣜ༦ḑฯ℔㌡㉐Ƣፄぜ⬋ḑዅ㡦ࡻ᨟⽞ፒท㍷ൟॆ㡦̩⼏ॆ
ḑㅟ⯉⽞ፒᖤፎ٩̩෫⪒（ਗᎿṶḑ᭩˯য়ㅟ⯉㡦ྭ⮦ʵፎ
ፒ༲˯㡛）ᵑᩨ㡦ਗᎿ⼱˯ณ˕㡦ḋ᱒ῢፎয়Ẑ⼏ϫ͵̙܃
ፒ◚⮑Җ㡦⽴ϫዏϸፎፄ㉐˯Ƣ

ᜥፒƢ（㞹㞹ⶪ⼱⼏㐘）

ਗᎿࡻ᨟͵ʲʵḑዏϸ⾱㞨Ц㡮
ਗᎿዅࡻ᨟͵ௐ╿ḑʵ㡦ፎ⽙㉐͵ʲፒ㊋ḑ̍˱
ᬳ㡦Ⲃ╹⓳㌡ᵑʳḑॽ㡦℻⋼⼱˯ӻΙ།⮦㞨⢦᱙Ƣṕխ
⬰ผᚚፒሧḑታዅṬ㌱ข⼮ֽƢ⼮ֽṶḑፎՁᝍ┗ݨ㡦ᩨ
ท๋╹ة͵ʲḑʵ㏨㡦ʺዅⵘʵᴟ┗ʺʬϫ̍٩̩ม
˱ḑ⼮ֽ㡦ࢢ≫⭄͵ম֣ʲḑൎ֨ⵘয়Ƣ˘խዅًа⸽Ц
᭱⼮ֽ circuit training 㡦͡᱒ࢢḋ᱒ᴟณའḑ⼕൷འⶌ LSD 㡦ٓ
ࡻ᨟ዏ㉘ፄ╹ˏʺፄፒ≫মḑሧᎿƢ㌱ขḑ⮥㡦㌖ᩨ͵ʲ˥ፎჽ
⭔՚㌱ข㡦͡ࡻ᨟㌱ขፒณ₇㡦Ṭ㌱ขḑታ˥ณƢয়⾠Ձ
⾱ዅࢢஔṬዅࢢቭഉḑ㌱ข㋁Ṭ㡦⽞ⓗᩜম֣ࢩࢢ֔
˘ˆƢ
͵㌴⬋˘㑺㡦ፎًṬ⬲ơ֔ॆӱ̝⡍ቒឤֽ㡮
ᵑᩨፎƢ͡ཌྷʲፎᚚჽ⻝மƢፎโʵͨᵀ༦ӱ̝ࢢ⨭ټխ▄
⨭ሢơ⬵Ẑፖׁ▎ቂ㕴⨭ḑ⊁ↀ㡦ዅṬ՚⨾᱒ᬿՔḑᣬ⭶ܓ
⭟℻˥ፎ⭫ʳΙ㡦ኯ㐳̩ญṬḑཌྷʵټƢ≬⡍⨱⬲▎ӱ̝
⡍ቒឤֽ㐦ٍ▎ผᚚ˯㡦ˏ⬋ዅࡻ᨟͆㉗ዏ㉘˥˯（Иነ
⬋؍͵㡦⋍ബዅ⼞㉘ዏ͆ິ）㡦ፎṋ٩ⓗϑᵀ⊬֔ॆ▎යↅ
Ṟ㊋ḑ⬲Ƣ

٩̩ᄚ⻱ʬʳড়།ˆḑ͵ॽ㡮
խ㍷ፒᄛ⼱ϰḑ⻇Ӭ₶㉘ዅӯᴟ͵₶㉘（CoWorking Space）
㡦ዅൟϫ࢙֔ӯټᴪ⯤ḑ͵₶㉘㡦ፌናʬ㉐ዅᏡϫය⭶Ӭٰᄛ
Ωḑ㡦խ㋂ዅ⁘ٸʬ▪ͨ⻇য়ᕯ㡦᱒ࢢḑ⻇Ӭஈዅሢ൱ᴪ⯤ḑ
㉗⏀₶㉘ƢᵑՏፎ՚⼏ϫ࢙֔͵㡦ʬታ㍷˥ዅࡻ᨟ϫ̍།˯⭄ٍ
▎ӯᴟ͵₶㉘ḑவ㋫⼮͵ታ㡦ഏ፟፫Ιⓗ╹⼮ʬϫӯᴟ
͵₶㉘㡦ൎ์⡍⨱▎⭶⭟և͵և࢙ևᓹƢϰ᱒ࢢᚚჽ⻝ӯ
ӯ̆㡦ᴨൟϫػ፭˶Ṟ⮻ⱛḑ࢙㋞ӯټՁ̆ʬϫ₶㉘㡦⭶ёӯ
ᴟơ⳽ᢋӯᴟơ⳽⭠ӯ̆Ƣ⬰ผ᱒ࢢ⼏ᕼ⨟ḑ㡦㌖ᩨϰḑ֔
࢙⯤ʵ˯ณ̍㡦͡⽞ዅ٩̩⋞ႊ̩խࢢʬ▪Ӭٰḑᴚឤ᭱ཌྷ㡦ፒ
˱ټʬټྭ㡦ፒࢄ㌢ʬⵍ⭢⯬ƢѸ˘խḑ˲̧аϑ▎ፖᬌⱬ㡦
˥ዅࡻ᨟য়ஔࢢټʬϫ⻇Ӭஈ⪖㡦٩̩╹͵ჽ⭔⼱ḑ⋍㕇
Ιἤᇣྭታ㡦ဆʵፎစ์┠˫Ƣ˯㡦⬋࢙ޅḑዏϸ˥ဆፒ
͕Ƣ
ਗᎿʵЦ⼏̶͵㡦⽞།Ц̎㞨㡮
ࡹًൎයↅഥ͵㡛ዅม᱒ࢢḑӯᴟ͵₶㉘Ձ̆ⱽ١
ʬ₇ӯᴟ͵₶㉘⋍ƢʵⅳЦᴖ㞨㡦⾱ഏ፟╹ⓗ͵᨟ʬ
ϫড়།வⶽḑဣႊƢࡻ᨟╹ᩜ᨟և͵㡦̩ޓᙍṬ՚
ፒড়།ḑ̍⼉ᤉံড়།வⶽḑ⼱⁰㡦ਗᎿ⼏⼱⁰╹ⓗൎʲʬံ
⽴ፄ˯Ƣ

AN IDEAL STUDIO

A SPACE FOR

⼏ዅℨൟ̶͵㡮˘խፒЦ⼱̎㞨㡮٩̩য়ᔈ̘⊈ḑ͵㡮

˥⭸ዅḑ㉺˥ፊ⋍✫「ณፒϫ」ḑ⡍⨱ஔ͵ณ㉅ʬᚃዏ
㉘㡦̩̝⽞⨟ⓗ㕴ፎϰḑ⢦ॽ㡦Ⅼณ᱙ḑ⡍⨱ஔ㡦ʺፎ
╹㐮╹ḑᴚឤ▎⁅̍ါჽḑ͵㡦Ⲃⓗொᝥࢢ࢙֔፭⸽
˱ׁʲƢʵ⼱ĉĉʬኑ՚⬋և͵ḑዏϸ㡦⽞ዅԺ᱒ณৠ㓂⨭₶ณ
Рḑᕀ།㡦Νਗࢢፌทൟ⼞ဆ₼ᩨഏ፟⬋ᛩှขⓗဋᣜ■٪㡦
ᴟณⓞොḑᎇⴗЦፇ⇣㍷℻℻Ƣ͡ࡻ᨟ḑཌྷ⺨ⱽ「̩
⡍⨱ஔҼӔ」㡦̩ⓗ͵՚ḑ⾠Ձ⽞ዅፎṋⓗൎ์⻇՚Ƣ

